
We are here to “Plantscape” your home and office spaces. Our passion about plants and our eye

for decor to suit your taste & style makes our offering memorable to our esteemed clients. We may

be newbies but our collective wisdom emanates from our wealth of experience. With a

contemporary outlook towards home and institutional interior décor, we specialize in transforming

spaces and vertical surfaces into lively greeneries or even mini gardens, be it your living room,

kitchen, balcony, terrace … anywhere where you have limited or minimal space but a strong affinity

for gardening.
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Naturewall Solution

Our Services

Getting plants to grow and thrive on a vertical surface is an art. We believe in making solutions based on nature. It closely mimics nature

and allows plants to grow to their full potential, without limitations. Diversity is the key and by utilizing hundreds of different types of

plants we create striking patterns and unique designs. We achieve this by utilizing the multitude of colours, textures and sizes that nature

provides. Naturewall solution uses natural soil to ensure that the plants are in their natural environment with digital timer controlled

dripping system and drains. It can clad walls both inside and outside with beautiful lush foliage for a long-lasting design statement and

eco-friendly building. It can be built on any indoor and outdoor wall depending on illumination intensity and several other factors. Our

experts will visit your home and suggest appropriate solutions, which is completely free of cost.

Our Products 

With the development of the Green technologies, there has also been discussion of how Green Walls and Green Roofs can contribute as

solutions to issues like natural habitat, sustainability, building design and urban planning. The innovative designs and scarcity of space has

triggered demand for non-conventional greeneries around the world. Driven by this demand, Naturewall has designed and built a variety of

products to suit your needs :

1. Nature Wall

2. Nature Curtain

3. Nature String

4. Nature Tower

5. Nature Stud

6. Nature Tray

7. Customized products.
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Getting plants to grow and thrive on a vertical surface is an art. We believe in making solutions based on nature. It closely mimics nature and allows

plants to grow to their full potential, without limitations. Diversity is the key and by utilizing hundreds of different types of plants we create striking

patterns and unique designs. We achieve this by utilizing the multitude of colours, textures and sizes that nature provides. Naturewall solution uses

natural soil to ensure that the plants are in their natural environment with digital timer controlled dripping system and drains. Living Walls can clad

walls both inside and outside with beautiful lush foliage for a long-lasting design statement and eco-friendly building. It can be built on any indoor

and outdoor wall depends on Intensity of light and other factors.

Naturewall Solution

What we do for Vertical Gardening ?

What is Vertical Garden ?

A Vertical Garden or Living Wall or Eco Wall or Green Wall is a garden that grows upward (vertically) using a trellis or other support system, rather

than on the ground (horizontally). Anything grown on a trellis or even a fence is technically part of a vertical garden. This technique can be used to

create living screens between different areas, providing privacy for your yard or home. More recently, vertical gardens can also be used to grow

flowers and even vegetables.
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• Provides lots of advantages in human life and our global environment. Vertical gardens mainly helps to reduce the carbon footprint of a

building by filtering pollutants and carbon dioxide out of the air, which also benefits those living nearby as the quality of the air is improved.

• Other advantages are : Keeping your Diversity of plants, extremely suitable where no horizontal space available, A Protective Shield,

Minimize noise pollution, Helps to reuse the organic waste, Provides Organic vegetable which reduce the chances of Cancer, extensive stress

Busters ,Disease Prevention, Better Airflow and last but not the lease its gives lash green Visual appeal.

• In a recent study by National Aeronautics and Space Administration (NASA)strongly recommended air purifying plants were effective at

filtering out the likes of benzene, ammonia and formaldehyde from the air, helping to neutralize the effects of Sick building syndrome.

https://www.mashrita.com/nasa-recommended-houseplants-nasa-clean-air-study/

• Other important aspect of Vertical Garden, in which lots of research is going on - How to grow Plant/Vegetables in Space, NASA did lots of 

research and successfully tested VG by Hydroponics technology.

https://gardenculturemagazine.com/garden-technology/growing-hydroponics-in-space/
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Advantages of Vertical Garden
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Area : 15x10 Feet outdoor Balcony 



Area : 20x 8 Feet indoor wall 



Area : 500x10 Feet indoor wall 



Area : 25x 9 Feet indoor wall 



Area : 20x 6 Feet indoor wall 



Area : 20x7.5 Feet indoor wall - Restaurant 



Area : 25x7.5 Feet indoor Green wall 



Area : 6x5 Feet outdoor Green wall 



Area : 6x5 Feet outdoor Green wall 



Outdoor & Customized indoor Green wall 



Area : 9x6 Feet outdoor Green wall 



Area : 3x3 Feet indoor Green wall 



Area : 3x3 Feet outdoor Green wall 



Area : 100x9 Feet outdoor Floral wall



Balcony Landscaping with customized model and auto dripping system 



Balcony Landscaping with Solar lights and auto dripping system 



Nature Tower - Rectangular



Nature String



Nature Stud



Nature Curtain



Nature Curtain



Balcony landscaping with hanging pots 



Customized products 



Greenery…. It is a welcome invasion of the peace of  
mind! The balcony is our treasured place to enjoy the sun  
washing the garden with a healthy glow, full of seasonal  
flowers that smell so sweet, thriving in vigour, with their  
angelic beauties, will make you wonder that, Nature does  
not hurry, yet everything is accomplished. Winter is the  
garden’s quiet season, and even a brief flourish of bloom is  
a welcome sight.
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